Problem of the Week
Problem C and Solution
CADET
Problem
We can take any word and rearrange all the letters to get another “word”. These new “words”
may be nonsensical. For example, you can rearrange the letters in M AT H to get M T HA.
Geordie wants to rearrange all the letters in the word CADET . However, he uses the following
rules:
• the letters A and D must be beside each other, and
• the letters E and T must be beside each other.
How many different arrangements of the word CADET can Geordie make if he follows these
rules?

Solution
We will look at a systematic way of counting the arrangements by first looking at
a simpler example.
Let’s start with a three letter word. How many different ways can we arrange the
letters of the word SP Y ?
If we list all the arrangements, we get 6 arrangements.
They are: SP Y, SY P, P Y S, P SY, Y P S, Y SP .
There is another way to count these 6 cases without listing them all out:
If we consider the first letter, there are 3 possibilities. For each of these
possibilities, there are 2 remaining options for the second letter. Finally, once the
first and second letters are set, there is only one possibility left for the last letter.
To get the number of possible arrangements, we multiply 3 × 2 × 1 = 6.
Let’s look at our problem now.
If we consider A and D as the single “letter” AD, and E and T as the single
“letter” ET , we now have only the three “letters” C, AD, and ET .
As we saw above, there are 3 × 2 × 1 = 6 ways to arrange the three “letters”.
These arrangements are:
CADET, CET AD, ADCET, ADET C, ET CAD, ET ADC.
(We will refer to these as the original six.)
However, note that the question says A and D must be beside each other. This
means they could appear as AD or DA. Similarly, E and T could appear as ET
or T E.

Let’s take a look at the first word, CADET .
We could switch AD to DA. This means CADET becomes CDAET , which is a
valid arrangement.
We could also switch ET to T E. This means CADET becomes CADT E, which
is a valid arrangement.
We could also switch both AD to DA and ET to T E. This means CADET
becomes CDAT E, which is a valid arrangement.
We can do these changes for each of the original six. We list these arrangements
in the table below.
One of the
Original Six
CADET
CET AD
ADCET
ADET C
ET CAD
ET ADC

Switch
AD
CDAET
CET DA
DACET
DAET C
ET CDA
ET DAC

Switch
ET
CADT E
CT EAD
ADCT E
ADT EC
T ECAD
T EADC

Switch both
AD and ET
CDAT E
CT EDA
DACT E
DAT EC
T ECDA
T EDAC

Therefore, there are 24 possible arrangements that Geordie can make when
following the given rules.
Note: There is another way to count the number of arrangements. There are 6
ways to arrange the 3 “letters”. There are 2 ways to arrange AD and there are 2
ways to arrange ET . To determine the total number of arrangements, we
multiply 6 × 2 × 2. This gives us 24 arrangements.

